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You work out God, his Angels and all those 

Psychics for your self through my life Story 

 

Mostly, about, how I tired to pull off the 

Hydrogen Car? And, Readings to a 

Musician, who I want to do my Music....that 

I receive Spiritually, from Elvis 

Presley...and others....? 
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Just a note, which may help?  Ask for Arch Angel Michael, to protect you, and 

the rooms you’re in also your book from Negativity, while you read your book, 

each time you read it? (Please include protection, for front, back and sides of 

house plus the rooms adjacent to the ones you are in)  The reading will be more 

enjoyable.   No negativity and the words going over your head…etc… 
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Introduction  
 

I lived in a haunted house for 25 years, until God came on board and helped me 

clear the situation. He told me why my house was haunted and where the evil 

spirits had come from. You work out God and his Guardian Angels and all those 

Psychics for yourself through my life story? My Spiritual Courtship with an 

Entertainer, will it ever happen? How I tried to pull off a Hydrogen car, and gain 

a Music contract? 

 

This is a book for Psychics who want an insight on how clairvoyance turns out in 

the end. God and Elvis are my teachers and I wish to lead people to their 

Guardian Angels and God through my life story and works. May you learn 

something from my book or be inspired to listen to your own Guardian Angels 

using your sixth sense. 

 

 

 

 

Hello Terrina and Woody, 

 

Merry Christmas, it has been so long since we met, but Noel and I don't feel like 

going out much. Our car is having problems, not its device though; hopefully, we 

can sort it out. They say that money is short and our deadline is the 27th of 

December. It will be all over, if we do not prove anything, but by their recent 

letters, I don't think they will walk away.  Anyhow, I am sure we will find the 

money we need.  

 

I got a reading and it looks as though my musicians are coming forward within 

18 months. And in 2-3 years, I will have a contract in the music industry. Since 
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the past few years, I have been putting everything for the success of my 

musicians, music, and lyrics in a dream state and have been asking for it to be 

brought out during the day. So, I believe, my musicians should be busy creating 

different tunes. I am hoping to use my Clairvoyant Teaching skills with my music, 

like the lyrics I have given you.  

 

So here's wishing the both of you a Merry Christmas and a great future. 

  

Get yourself over here in a pair of speedos and lay across the bonnet of my car. 

The boys need some sort of encouragement as they think the car is useless and 

that I am a crazy psychic. 

 

The boys get out of bed after 12 noon, after which they just laze around making 

all sorts of excuses why they can't work on the car. They will go to work in 

February as that is when the factories open. We think this car will take ages to 

repair as there is not much left to do with it. It is hard being "Charmaine, The 

Great"; writing letters every day while nobody cares to write back! 

  

When are we going to make some beautiful music together? Didn't you see the 

photographers clicking their cameras every time I walked out the bathroom and 

down the center aisle? Don't you know a star when you see one? 

 

 

Woody, David, and Craig, 

 

Get your speedos on and promote my car to my boys. My teacher said when the 

car is up and running but is not quite there; my man will be their also my 

music…. 

 

Some say that the car will take 18 months’ time to be fit for use. Well, if that is so, 

then I am going for a holiday where I can get room service and pizzas. I will 

return after 18 months and hopefully, and then the car will be repaired. So get 

your speedos out and promote the car as I am getting worn out trying to be 

Charmaine, The Great, trying to pull everything off with no help from anyone 
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Dear Woody and Trina,   

 

In the upcoming months, we should have the media on our tail, depending on 

what everyone thinks because we want to get the car ready for manufacture 

before they come.  

 

Yes, you guessed it right, we need to get that song about the car going. We, also, 

need a list of songs for our repretwa. I feel the songs will be a lot like ‘a little bit 

of petrol and a whole lot of steam, go out there and have my say’. Also, some of 

the songs that we dream up, we should try and get people to sing them too.  

 

So, in other words, time is running out for us to get our repretwa going. When 

the car hits the market, so will the song, so get ready  

 

Haven't you had enough of singing to old battlesticks? Isn't it about time you are 

paid well and have some great crowd to cheer you on? 

 

Susan.   

 

The car ran fully on water, doing 60 km/h on the road. It needs the mixture to be 

made right to give it more power. 

 

Susan. 

 

 

Songs, I have been learning to sing…. 

  

It is only the beginning     Deborah Conway 

 Funky town,   Pseudo echo 

 I feel the Earth move,   Martika 

 Like a prayer.  Madonna 

 I will survive. Gloria Gayor 

 She works hard for the money Donna summer, 

 Hot stuff Donna summer, 

 I am so excited, Pointer Sisters 

 On the inside prisoner, Lynne  Hamilton 

 The worst thing I’d never do, Grease. Vanessa, Hudgens  

 Waterloo. AbbA 

 That's the way a woman feels, Tina arena.  

  Heart of glass,    Blonde. 
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  On top of the world,   Carpenters 

And my other great tracks, that I have written my self - 

  little bit of petrol and a whole lot of steam, 

 Billy, don’t be a hero, 

  little sticky beak of , D'arcy road 

 On credit 

Tease me etc.  

I sense people are starting to become very interested in spirituality,  so why 

don't we show them the way? 

 

Susan 

 

P.s: My children think I am boring, so why don't you help me make it interesting. I 

wish everything would soon pull off so I can do something about it. Well, you got 

the whole picture, haven't you? 

 

If I can get the stick in the mud to go, I will see you both on Wednesday. 

 

Make sure you have no stress and eat well. I might amuse you for the evening, 

Charmaine. 

 

Do you realize I could be the biggest star in history and you just kick back and 

take your sweet time? 

 

Charmaine - The New Age Messiah 

 

Somebody is looking at the car on Friday and is looking to invest 49 million 

dollars into the project. We had a lot of trouble with the computer that was made 

for the car for the fuel usage, they say it is worth 700 thousand but I think it was 

absolutely useless. We also had to wait months for it. Instead, my boys made a 

similar one in less than 2 hours which cost us next to nothing and runs perfectly 

well. They still have some more work to do with the computer, but they did it    

Susan 

 

While today’s test drive, the car drove 5 times further than a normal car does 

and ran well too. 

  

Hello David, Woody, and Craig,  
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I suppose you are starting to think that I am quite boring. Well, why don't you do 

something about it and save me from myself? We sell our story; my band goes 

out there as the new age messiahs. In humor, we sing about our misfortunes and 

have a go at a few people. I am usually very accurate at picking what people do 

for a living and what they dream of doing so if we do short readings, this should 

bring them in like droves. 

 

I did a very good story on Woman's Day, telling them that my car will pull off and 

that I will receive a music contract. I also told them that Elvis is myTeacher… If I 

get that contract when the car is up and running, which I am positive, will 

happen. Then with the Woman's Day article and others alike, it will create a lot of 

buzz. We can be a band of humorous misfits. Also, we can make our friendship 

into a book and hopefully make it into a movie  

 

One day, I am also going to have my guides sing through me and perform 

meditation music as that is where Elvis's interest lies.  

 

I, also, have an advertising business which was a scam but it did draw business. 

I used to receive numerous emails and a hand full of cheques daily. Though I 

need a little help in making it legal, as it is quite a brain teaser, I am sure with all 

the publicity that I will receive in times to come; it will become a huge success. I 

plan on sending some money from the profits to a charity, to help the starving 

and R.S.P.C.A.  

 

The cost for businesses to advertise their leaflets is about $10 per thousand, 

which is incredibly cheap and people pay $30 - $60 per year to join. They say it 

may be illegal because it is like a pyramid but, I might be able to get around that.  

 

Seeing Woody, tonight, I might get angry for a change. At the moment, however, 

I am finding it hard to drink due to my medication. 

 

I hope you like my ideas. My guides have been pushing my career and showing 

me the path to success for the past fifteen years now. I hope I can make it work  

 

 

 

Hello Gorgeous 

 

Well, the car is not successful at the moment; I think we are not making enough 

heat to turn the water into Hydrogen. Noel swears that last time we were 
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successful it cost him $30 to go to Rockhampton and back. The device has come 

to a halt at the moment because we do not seem to be able to save much fuel. 

We have an investor talking to us tomorrow, he may give the boys wages and a 

workshop. We might be doing the car on a stand and monitoring everything. The 

boys have changed the device to what Noel had originally, but this was to make 

it safer. It is better not so much a backyard job. The Quest papers are doing a 

story on me again; I'm hoping to get some work from it, Readings and Teachings. 

I earned this month $560 and paid out for advertising $660. I can't believe how 

lousy it is and I would have thought a lot of people would be interested in 

learning Clairvoyance. It's not the money I'm charging because no matter what it 

is they always find an excuse for making it next week, and so forth.  Keeps me 

busy anyway.  See you sometime?  

 

  

Hello,  

Well, what a fascinating year it has been? By the way, in recent times has Jamie 

or 4BH contacted you? I told them about myself and what I plan to do in the 

future and I thought they could have a go at you? 4bh may?  Since, my sons tore 

down their building. Anyway once this car is up and running I will prove myself 

and every press and magazine will be here. I'm supposed to prove clairvoyance. 

Last night, unusually as it’s been quite quiet, as for the last couple of years, my 

Guide came forth and said in about 1 year to 2 years I will be in every magazine 

and newspaper and I saw a long line up of cars coming to see me at one of my 

centers.  

 

We have the biggest contracts coming; they seem very interested but will let us 

know by the end of September. It is worth 48 million. The boys were not very 

satisfied with the last device we had. I and Noel feel that we may need more 

work to be done on it, the device works but the boys are coming up with no go 

and we had a horrible car. Anyway, the backers haven't given up and I think we 

will all have a good contract, also wages.  

 

I am looking for a suitable male at the moment. There are heaps of guys on the 

rsvp.com.au but none of them seem interested. I think it's my guides keeping 

them away, I’m not that ugly. Long-term relationship coming up by the end of 

this year, have no idea where he's coming from. But it's about time. I've been on 

my own for twenty years. Life can be cruel but I guess everything has worked 

out for the best. Well, look after yourselves and keep laughing. Laughing every 

day may end up making you rich.   
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Charmaine and the three wise men David, Craig, Woody 

 

Charmaine, one day when you come round don't forget the gifts and incense. 

 

  

 

 

All messiahs must have charities. Yes, you said it, happy home mailer. 

 

Fair Trading said it would be impossible to get the number of people I need to 

make it successful. And I need to use advertising material to make it legal. With 

the car up and running and hopefully if I get a music career the people will be no 

problem Charities are also good for tax time. Due to the car, music, game, book, 

and movie, I think happy home mailer will sort out the high tax problem and of 

course, all messiahs should have charities.  

 

I need a group of people to help organize the setup of the business.  Of course, 

we can charge about $60 per person for 18 months or so subscription. 

Remember, the happy home mailers are a business that the disabled and poor 

pensioners that cannot hold down a job can do and also the destitute mothers. 

And of course, God’s work is always "cash in hand". I was thinking about 

awards night for my success I will be making a big speech thanking my dog 

who's supported me throughout the years.  

 

My kids think I’m nuts. My guides think you need to sit back unwind and listen to 

some good music and tune in to what lies in front of you, you are too busy. Not 

focused enough. You are my only hope since recently my good pen pal (Dave)   

gave up on me. But have you noticed that I never give up? See you sometime.  

 

I’ll let you know when we get the 48 million.  Should , be within the next few 

weeks.  

Sue, the New Age Messiah  

 

My sensational big ad is next week on the south side, and I'm waiting for the T.V. 

crew to come around. Well, I'll give them a story and a half. 

 

Well, have a good day; will let you know when we get that million dollar contract.  

Our backer, Mr. Sai is very interested in our project but the board members 

decided on another project. Mr. Sai said he is still very interested in our project 

and will see us in 3 weeks’ time.  
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To our future benefit Charmaine. 

 

The New Age Messiah  

 

How many fans does my guide Elvis have? How many fans are waiting for the 

new age messiah? Add that all up and what do you get? Teacher of Teachers   

 

I'm teaching the three wise men. New Age Messiah is a great teacher.  

 

Charge a thousand dollars for a reading. Everything I've worked for is coming 

true.  

 

Don't they make a fool of you? Many people have asked me and I'm sure many 

more have questioned, why do I back that car? 

 

The answer is quite simple really if I don't pull off that car I don't get a partner. 

You see no matter how hard I try nobody seems interested, take for instance 

www.r.s.v.p.com.au. I have contacted 65 men, no one is interested   

 

Now excuse me Mr. Woody, but it's not me, nothing is wrong with my profile. 

Maybe you could give me a few hints where I'm going wrong?   

 

I know if I tell my guides to let me have some fun, all I will get is a 2-minute 

wonder and lights out.  

 

So, my friend, that's why the car will succeed because I have no choice in the 

matter.  

 

Now here’s another good one for you. My guides have told me to charge $1000 

for my readings.  

 

Do you remember when I gave you a coaster and it said, "If you like living on the 

edge, give me a call.” Well, it's never short of dramas here.   

 

I completely lost my mind shortly after giving up my smokes? I have had no sleep 

all week. I have been attacked by all different sorts of the dark side every half 

hour, one sitting on top of me, others just attacking me with fear and one, last 

night lifted my feet off my bed, there was so much energy.  
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I was told last night I would have a beautiful sleep, well, I did but I was on the 

spiritual plane all dressed up with my Teacher Robyn and I kept waking up all 

night long. Then at four this morning, I got attacked by a real beauty, couldn’t 

seem to get rid of that one.  

 

Where are my disciples when I need them? There’s a mattress on my floor if you 

feel like being a warrior and protecting me?  

 

Sai, the backer has not got in touch with us lately but we have another investor 

that seems interested. My ex is going to rehabilitation to get off his addiction to 

drinks, drugs, and cigarettes. He has not long to live unless he does this and 

he's really trying to do what he can for my boys too, so I'm glad.  

 

I told him he may pass out behind the wheel and that will be fatal. About time 

somebody gave him the wakeup call  He said he keeps getting dizzy spells and 

passing out, so in two weeks off he's going  I hope he goes otherwise he won’t 

last long, he's very sick.  

 

Taking my granddaughter to singing, acting and dancing lessons. Soon she'll be 

a real star. See you. Hope you sleep well at night.  

 

Sue, 

 

My medium teacher has only weeks or months to live? Her body is allergic to 

everything. Her Teacher is Nostradamus. She has written a book which will, in 

time, be looked upon as the New Age Bible. Without her, I would have thought I 

was crazy because nobody can tell me what I pick up except her. She laid out my 

whole life and is a great teacher of life.  

 

Hi Susan, Noel, Robert, and Mark, 

 

I received good news a short time ago when I received an e-mail from the lock-

man Norman in regards to funding and he advised me that the R & D funds of US 

$2m or AU $3m has been approved in principle. He said he has put down on 

paper his proposal which we will have to meet to discuss once we know if the 

deal is as we expect. It looks as though he has followed along the lines we 

offered to Mr. Sai and if this is the case it should be okay. He is talking to a 

manufacturer in Vanuatu which is not much different to doing it in China. I will 

keep you up to speed once I know what is going to happen. Allan arrived back 

home last night at midnight and with him here we should be able to meet soon, 
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especially as the funds will be available sometime in December 2006, ready for a 

startup in January 2007.  

 

At this point in time, it is still too early to say if everything is going to work out but 

it looks good enough. The final discussions will show up any hidden agenda if 

there is any, which I do not expect to happen. He has put it together fairly 

quickly and it does appear to be quite good but we all know how things can 

change overnight and quite quickly at times. I hope Noel, Robert, and Mark can 

work through the Aqua-Tane system and agree on how to proceed as it is going 

to be part of the project one way or another.  

 

Thanking you.  

 

Kind regards.  

 

Edgar.  

 

To My Fearless Spiritual Leader 

 

You will be enlightened to know that Noel and I will be coming to see you on 

Wednesday. Maybe you would like to enjoy hearing the dynamic strong tones of 

Noel on stage such as ‘Bad Habits’ or ‘New York, New York’. Look out! He looks 

dressed to kill.  Ha, Ha.     He's looking for the sheet music on bad habits but 

does it very well at karaoke.  

 

My sleeping habits are fantastic, nice to have a good sleep for a change.  

 

To our future benefit, Susan, and Noel  

Hello Woody and Trina,  

It’s me again, just thought I would write to let you know how proud I am of Noel. 

He has really pulled himself together. Noel has had several cleaning jobs for the 

past two years and does most of my housework. He's taking pride in himself and 

now is off to karaoke.  

 

 

We have been through so much with our health and still continued to face our 

dreams and have faith throughout to pull everything off like I have been trying to 

explain to you. We are an inspiration to people and will, in turn, help others find 

the correct path and make their dreams come true too.  
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My Guide spoke to me in my sleep and said Noel, will be doing readings soon, I 

could also hear myself laugh because of the way he handles people (bad 

actually) but also he was very caring with some people and really pulled off a 

good reading. His way…… 

 

I don't know when this will be but I look forward to seeing him climb a new level 

and it will be good for him. More money too and believe me we aren't cheap. I'm 

charging $150 and I'm worth it. Nobody complains; people I teach are so 

grateful, I love my work.  

 

Crisco Hampers coming this year, I wish to share it with family but also with my 

future husband and friends but I guess I have to be patient. So have a Merry 

Christmas and may all that is good come to us all, one day.  

 

Love, Sue.  

 

Just bought theatre lounge suite recliners and barbecue set for my buddies 

when they come over. I got aliens to come over to fix my teacher up; hopefully, 

she will stay around. No spooks last night, either, lost interest, or everything 

that's being done is working for me. See you.  

 

Charmaine  

 

Teacher of Teachers 

 

Help! I didn’t get a wink of sleep last night.  

 

I woke up at 9.30 pm and my bedroom and garden were so forbidden and 

terrible energies.  

 

I know how to fight them but don't know how to keep them away and I've had 

enough   

 

Maybe you could help keep them away?  

 

My teacher did say when prince charming comes along he'll knock them dead 

but I'm no longer young as I used to be and have had enough.  
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I use Sandalwood but that doesn’t seem to be doing the job and they seem to be 

getting really vicious and very hateful. So, if you could be so kind to help me I 

would appreciate it.  

 

Kind regards.  

 

 

Yes, now, since I’m worth $150 for just under an hour’s work I thought I would 

share my views with you on the great debate of smokes and what it does and 

doesn’t do to you.  

 

Have you had a good look at that gangrene foot? Well, basically it’s all to do with 

Karma.  

 

I'm told spiritually that person is or was, in the past, a child molester. Some 

People of that kind…. 

 

If you have good morals and basic Christian beliefs, in other words, you always 

live by your good morals and do not do harm to another, you should live a long 

life.  

 

Now, my friends, I have no bad karma and have good Christen beliefs. I smoke 

one after the other for twenty years and all I have is phlegm. I can swim 40 laps 

of the pool every day and as far as I know, I will live a very long life and will not 

die of smokes.  

 

I feel I will die of a heart attack but that is basically the stress I was put through 

when I was younger. Not the smokes.  

 

Now you can take my $150 free service or leave it, but that is what I have looked 

into and that’s how I feel. So, be a good boy and light up. By the way, I'm looking 

at buying a pink sports car and a registration plate that says it all, won't tell you 

what it is, otherwise, you might get jealous and steal it off me.  

 

Six Sense is Lost, Get It Back  

And find the ghost who loves you the most. God gives me the reason to live. Face 

your dreams. 

 

The Guardians are your host, bring back that sixth sense. That's where you will 

find God the most.  
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Fly like the Wind   

written by Charmaine.  

So you’re down and forgot your reasons to live  

God can lift you up  

And help you face your dreams  

So fly like the wind  

Reach out to God for he is near  

And never forget who loves you the most He could really crack you up  

That Invisible Ghost 

Fly like the Wind 

Fly, Fly, Fly like the Wind  

God gives me reason to live  

Chorus  

Remove all doubts  

And fly like the wind  

Fly, Fly, Fly like the Wind  

 

God (Aliza) told me to charge $250 for a reading. This should be interesting. 

Charmaine, Teacher of Teachers.  

 

Well, one bright spark said I should stop what I'm doing to stop them being 

attracted to me.  

 

My Teacher may get well. Also, she's got the alternation to leave her husband as 

he does not believe in spiritually.  

 

Last night, I got no sleep once again.  

 

God's doing the Teachings today so my clients better come running   

 

Charmaine.  

 

 

What Does This Mean?  

 

I am being shown a solitaire diamond ring and a man on crutches and his head 

bandaged knocking on my door. 

 

Charmaine.  
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I would like you to know that my readings are now $250 and I'm advertising on 

Radio next year. I probably will be working on the radio if I prove myself. I'm 

going to advertise on 4BH and 4BC. 

 

I've been told readings should come from the heart; well, my heart is overflowing 

with love   

 

Got a Karaoke machine, I'm now going to start learning all my songs I think next 

year is going to be bright.  

 

No more hormone problems due to my medication as the doctor told me. Six 

years of constant ill health, since they changed my medication.  

 

I've had no problem for about 4 months. No wonder my readings are starting to 

take off for me. And all the bad demons are gone. Noel is a great warrior too. For 

the first time in 15 years, I haven't been disturbed at night.  

 

My Guides say I have a ten-foot board above my house saying ‘Charmaine - The 

Great, the New Age Messiah’. And my name is everywhere. Must mean 

something, I'm finally on top.  

 

The man I saw at Carindale Golf club was another Entertainer David B was 

watching us from across the room and was getting ready to walk over to us 

when we walked out. What's going on? Two David B’s  

 

Noel thinks David B is gorgeous.   I walked out…..wrong person….not my type 

 

Within a week or two I will be advertising on radio 4bc and 4bh 6-9am and 3-

6pm. 

 

If I'm still advertising a month later, I'm raking it in. Otherwise, the radio station 

will be hunting me down for payment.  

 

Have a great year, Susan.  

 

I thought I was going to have a relationship with someone who's had a really 

tough time in a past relationship but that's probably my humor and wishful 

thinking.  
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Love your pictures.  

 

I tried to get the moving Elvis on my website, not really good with computers. 

Been waiting a week for my son to help me download Karaoke. 

 

Merry Christmas, Trina, and Woody  

 

Be a Hero, On Credit, Little Sticky Beak of D'arcy Rd, Fly like the Wind, Tease me 

Etc.  

 

The Three Wise Men  

 

If you’re having a holiday; have a good one, see you soon. 

 

P.s. bought a black Nissan 300 ZX sports car. It is what I've always wanted. See 

you. 

 

Charmaine  

 

The New Age Messiah Teacher of Teachers 

 

Well, what an interesting start to the year, now that after 15 years David told me 

to leave.   

 

Some say Dave likes me and that I should go with the flow, some say he doesn’t 

know I exist (but spiritually he’s always there and it keeps me going strong each 

day). Better to have a fantasy then nothing, but we really did have a lot of fun.  

 

I just wasted my money. 

 

Oh, by the way, I shouldn’t really concentrate too much on the car and it might 

bring in a small income, in the end, didn’t tell her it's a car that runs on water.  

 

I've decided to listen to my Guides if nothing comes from it well I've had more 

faith than most and I've really put every effort into making everything happen.  

 

All the calls I've made I really have no direction at all, I always end up listening to 

myself.  

 

I don't think people are really meant to read each other but listen to themselves. 
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Don't bother with the 1900 calls they are just useless.  

 

The music, I am interested in singing, apart, from the ones I sent, is Music by 

Barbra Streisand. And Barry Gibb. Of course, David B will be Barry Gibb. Also, 

Whitney’s Music, and Andrew’ Lloyd Webber. I plan to make us stand out like 

nobody else in the industry.  

 

Of course, in time, there will be a book of my life story and the M and M songs 

e.g. Little Bit of Petrol and a Whole Lot of Steam, Billy Don't Be a Hero  

 

To Susan  

 

I've been thinking about sharing the secret with you on a number of occasions 

but you seemed quite content with your readings and spiritual guidance so I've 

never mentioned it until now. Since re-learning The Secret, my life and wealth 

have blossomed and will continue to as long as I keep positive and focused. 

Sometimes we see things and pass a comment like (I already know that). But 

sometimes we need to continue seeing things in order to progress. I use The 

Secret as a true guide to success. Success is whatever you want it to be. Check 

out my webpage gig guides and find out where I'm working. Pick a date and 

email me which show you will be coming to so I can bring with me The Secret.  

 

Woody  

 

Happy Home Mailers  

 

Key ring distribution service. What a joke   

 

Hello,  

 

Tomorrow will be the last reading I ever get off anyone. Some said I would have 

a relationship in July, then November, now I hear I got a serious relationship in 

March and last night I heard nothing serious until a year away.  

 

Some say you’re smiling, others say you couldn’t open a can of beans for me 

musically.  

 


